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The last rule takes care of the instances in which the men's forms differ from the women's by the simple addition of an s.
(6) If the women's form ends in a short or long vowel plus one or two consonants, the men's form adds an s except under the following circumstances: when the women's form ends in t, rule 2; when the women's form has the falling pitch-stress on its final syllable and ends in a short vowel followed by 1, rule 4; when the women's form has the falling pitch-stress on its final syllable and ends in a short vowel followed by n, rule 5. (It should also be noted that t + s regularly contracts to c. As has been mentioned, in some instances the speech of women appears to be more archaic than that of men. In rule 4 it is pointed out that when the women's form has a falling pitch-stress on the final syllable and ends in a short vowel followed by 1, the men's form substitutes a high pitch-stress for the falling pitcha The I is not lost here because the word does not have the falling pitch-stress; contrast with rule 4. stress and an s for the 1. In the cases that fall under this rule the women's forms are more archaic than those of men. In a first person singular present progressive form like lakawwil (w. sp.) the -1 is the first person singular sign and is related to the suffix -li which is used in the aorist and certain other paradigms; compare lakawwil (w. sp.) 'I am lifting it' with lakawwilt (w. or m. sp.) 'I lifted it'. The men's form corresponding to lakawwul, however, is lakawwis and in it the personal sign is missing. The archaism of women's speech is further illustrated in a first person plural present progressive form like lakawhil (w. sp.). Here the personal sign is -hil, related to the first person plural sign -hili which is used in the aorist and certain other paradigms; compare lakawhil (w. sp.) 'we are lifting it' with lakawhili (w. or m. sp.) 'we lifted it'. The men's form corresponding to lakawhil is lakawhis; the 1 of the ending -hil has been lost.
This concludes the technical discussion of the differences between men's and women's speech in Koasati. It is of interest to note that at the present time only middle-aged and elderly women use the women's forms, while younger women are now using the forms characteristic of men's speech. The attitude of older Indians toward the two forms of speech is also interesting. One of my men informants thinks that the speech of women is better than that of men. He said that women talk 'easy, slow, and soft. It sounds pretty. Men's speech has too much ssss.'
Members of each sex are quite familiar with both types of speech and can use either as occasion demands. Thus if a man is telling a tale he will use women's forms when quoting a female character; similarly, if a woman is telling a tale she will use men's forms when quoting a male character. Moreover, parents were formerly accustomed to correct the speech of children of either sex, since each child was trained to use the forms appropriate to his or her sex.
II
Other Muskogean languages appear to have had at one time differences between the speech of men and of women similar to those preserved in Koasati down to the present day. Creek men and women of the present day speak in exactly the same way, both using the forms which were once used only by men. But occasionally the archaic women's forms are preserved in tales where a female character is talking. At first these strange forms were puzzling to me--they were like nothing in ordinary speech; but after I discovered the phenomenon of sex differences in speech in the related Koasati language and learned the nature of these differences, it became clear that these puzzling forms were those formerly used by women. The matter was then carefully checked with some of the older people and these were also able to identify the forms as archaic women's speech.
The examples that I found in Muskogee in this way are not very numerous, but here again the women's forms appear to be basic. The only rule discovered is as follows: Women's forms end in a long vowel with a falling pitch-stress while the corresponding men's forms shift the stress to the penultimate syllable, alter-ing it to a high pitch-stress, and in addition shorten the long vowel and add s. These few examples are practically all that have been discovered; but when coupled with the evidence from the Koasati, the evidence here seems conclusive for the postulation of a former special women's speech among the Creeks.
If the shortened vowel is i it is often dropped altogether. Examples
Gatschet' tells us that Hitchiti also once had special forms of speech used by women and he gives brief but convincing proof of this fact when he speaks of 'the ending -i of the verbs, standing instead of the -is of the male dialect.' Gatschet also thinks that the forms used by women were merely more archaic and that long ago men used these forms also; but he offers no proof for this assumption and I think it is more reasonable to assume that the so-called 'ancient' language was actually used only by women. That it was considered 'ancient' by the Hitchiti themselves probably means no more than that women no longer regularly used these forms in ordinary conversation.
Evidence for the presence of a difference between the speech of men and of women has been brought forth for three of the Muskogean languages. In a paper on The Classification of the Muskogean Languages,' I presented the evidence for classifying these languages into two primary divisions, the Western and the Eastern. The Western division consists only of Choctaw and Chickasaw, but the Eastern division may be divided into three subdivisions, namely Alabama plus Koasati, Hitchiti plus Mikasuki, and Muskogee (Creek) plus Seminole. It is thus seen that the evidence for sex differences in speech comes entirely from the Eastern division and that each of the main subdivisions is known to have possessed the trait. Whether or not it was at one time present in the languages of the Western division also is not now known.
III
Languages which contain major or minor differences between the speech of men and of women are not so rare as might be supposed. From the evidence that has been given in the two preceding sections it appears that most of the Muskogean languages, originally spoken throughout a large part of the south-eastern United States, may have had such differences. Sapir7 has published evidence that such differences existed in Yana, an Indian language of California, while Jenness8 speaks of their occurrence among the aboriginal languages of Canada, saying: 'More strange to Europeans were the slight differences in speech between men and women that appeared in a few languages. There were sometimes mere differences in vocabulary, certain words being used by women only; but in Siouan and in the Eskimo dialect of Baffin Island there were also slight differences in grammatical form. ' That this phenomenon occurred also in South America is evidenced by the fact that Carib has become almost the classical example of sex differences in speech. The phenomenon occurs also in Asia. Borgoras9 has demonstrated its existence in Chukchee, spoken far to the north in eastern Siberia, and it is also found in less extensive form in Thai, spoken far to the south in the Indo-Chinese peninsula.
An interesting trait apparently related to this is that in which the sex of the hearer is of grammatical importance. Taking both traits together we find that there are three main types in which the sex of speaker and/or hearer is grammatically relevant. These three types are shown in the following table.
noun dichdn 'I' by women. There are many other pronouns that can be used, depending on the relative rank of speaker and hearer, the degree of intimacy between speaker and hearer, or the kinship between speaker and hearer. The pronouns ph6m and d~ichdn are used in ordinary polite conversation (not intimate) when speaker and hearer are of equal rank.
The second difference in the speech of men and of women in Thai is in the use of certain polite particles. These are placed at the end of the sentence, particularly in questions and answers and in certain formulaic expressions such as those meaning 'Thank you', 'Excuse me', and the like. The polite particle used by men is khrdb; those used by women are khd? (in questions) and khd?; (in answers or statements).
Although Type I differences are shown by only four vocabulary items (two for men and two for women), the polite particles are used frequently and, because of this frequency, an ordinary conversation is characterized by considerable difference in men's and women's speech.
In Yanan the forms used by women are shortened and altered at the end so that in this case (in contrast to Koasati) the men's forms appear to be basic. Thus where a man says ?auna a woman says ?auh 'fire'.
In Chukchee12 also sex differences in speech are indicated by altering the words; Borgoras mentions two varieties of this, presumably occurring in different dialects. In the first variety the men's form appears to be basic and the rule for determining the women's form, according to Borgoras, is as follows: 'Women generally substitute 9 for 5 and r, particularly after weak vowels. They also substitute 99 for rk and 6h.'" Therefore where a man says rdmki6hin 'people', a woman says gdmkIfln. And, quoting Borgoras again, 'The sounds 6 and r are quite frequent; so that the speech of women, with its ever-recurring 9, sounds quite peculiar, and is not easily understood by an inexperienced ear.'
In the second variety of differences in Chukchee the women's forms appear to be basic. According to Borgoras, 'The men, particularly in the Kolyma district, drop intervocalic consonants, principally n and t. In this case the two adjoining vowels are assimilated.' Example: nitvdq&nat (w. sp.) vs. nitvdqaat (m. sp.)
Instances of Type II, where the sex of the hearer is of importance, are not so common as instances of Type I. One interesting instance, though, is found in the Tunica'4 language of Louisiana. Here the differences are found only in the pronominal system, and consist in the use of different words, prefixes, or suffixes. Moreover, the differences are maintained in three numbers, singular, dual, and plural, though in certain paradigms the dual and plural forms have fallen tomiddle (unmarked), the low ('), the falling (4), the high ('), and the rising (' 
